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AS LIGHT AS BIRD FROM BRIER is loosely based on Shakespeare’s play A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, which has haunted me since I was nine years old. My parents subscribed 
me to The Children’s Record Guild, and every month a new 78rpm vinyl record would 
arrive in the mail. They were mostly fairy tales and “kids lit,” but in this case it was a 
very condensed performance of the actual play, with Mendelssohn’s music. I loved it 
immediately, and still do – I saw a performance in 2014 at the Stratford Festival that 
literally stalks my dreams. 

When I was commissioned by saxophonist Stephen Page to compose a work for soprano 
saxophone and piano two years later, I channeled Mendelssohn as an inspiration: 

Overture, the Scherzo, the Intermezzo, the fairy’s song “You spotted 
snakes with double tongue,” and the Rustics’ Dance. But it’s not a pastiche – most of 
the music is completely my own, though attentive listeners will detect snatches of 
Mendelssohn’s haunting score throughout.

This piece joins MILL SONGS and FLORESTAN’S FALCON among works honoring my 
favorite 19th-century composers (in those cases, Schubert and Schumann) without 

Pulcinella, I have borrowed fragments 
of melody from a much-loved composer, and made a fabric of harmonies and scales 
that are genetically related to Mendelssohn, but unmistakably Welcher.

In this work, the saxophonist is Puck – skittish, dazzlingly fast, and brilliant in the outer 
parts, and a mischievous Cupid in the long, central Love Song. (Remember how Puck 

love with Bottom the weaver, who has been bewitched and wears a donkey’s head?) 

with Bottom and her fairies, and the rustic players – whose rehearsal of the funniest 
play-within-the-play in literature is interrupted by Puck’s dirty tricks.

I greatly enjoyed the process of writing this piece, and often found myself quite moved 
even as I was writing it... which rarely happens. Stephen Page, who commissioned 
the work, is a consummate artist (and a bit of a Puck himself). The title comes from 

Through the house, give glimmering light,

Every elf and fairy sprite
Hop as light as bird from brier,
And this ditty, after me,

— Dan Welcher
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